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We thank the reviewer for taking the time to review this manuscript. The reviewer raised
three issues that we address in turn:

NEMO code reproducibility.

The reviewer highlights the important of model solution being independent of machine
choice, grid orientation, code version and other “non-human” aspects. This issue is
mentioned in the Troubleshooting section (3.9 line 707) but it is not the intended focus of
Reproducibility section of the manuscript, which is specifically targeted on human
behavioural practises to deliver (human) reproducible workflows. Nevertheless, it is an
important aspect of Reproducibility in the broadest sense and its omission may cause
confusion. So we have added a comment, in the Reproducibility section, to highlight this
important aspect of code development (Line 72):

“Here we specifically consider the activities required to reproduce a simulation, on the
assumption that the numerical solution is independent of the discretisation
implementation (e.g. machine architecture, processor decomposi- tion, grid orientation
etc, which is handled by the modelling framework developers).”

Specific challenges and solutions for regional domains

The worked examples SE-Asia, SANH and SEVERN-SWOT are highlighted as “key” worked
examples. The associated documentation (wiki on the repositories or the PDFs in the
zenodo link) provide exhaustive detail on how to resolve the specific issues that arise with
these specific domains, as the reviewer request. Earlier drafts of the manuscript included
the region specific treatment of issues but the document became unwieldy (and perhaps
of less broad interest) so we instead focussed on concise and generic advice in the main
manuscript and reserved region specific detail to the worked example “assets”. Our sign-
posting of this separation was perhaps not clear enough. This has been addressed in the
revision. For example, the abstract states:

“Detail and region specific worked examples are linked in companion repositories and
DOIs”

 



NEMO focus not sign-posted in the title

We acknowledge that the manuscript includes NEMO applications of the principles
presented. However this advice is not NEMO specific but general to regional oceanography
(albeit hydrostatic ocean modelling). In particular, we believe that the fundamental
concepts are of interest to a broader readership which would be needlessly limited by
making the title too specialising. We have worked hard to include many worked examples
to make this document more useful – these naturally are NEMO specific as we are NEMO
users. But we don’t believe that turns this into a manuscript only for NEMO users. The
application to NEMO is clearly stated in the abstract and the manuscript is submitted to
the NEMO special issue. In this way we hope that the connection to NEMO is not
overlooked or misinterpreted.

 

Minor comments:

We have reviewed the text and reigned in excessive use of phrases “bespoke” and
“worked examples”. We agree that use of “bespoke” was out of control and heavily
edited its use. However use of “worked example” in general pointed towards the
external material which highlighted relevant and specific applications to the general
insights shared (which was raised as an issue: point 2). So we did less to curtail this
usage.
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